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Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

Here in the northern hemisphere (sorry about the timing for our friends down-under!) 
But hopefully you can keep some of these ideas in mind or come back and revisit when 
it’s summer break for you! But here in the northern hemisphere it is once again that 
time, summer break! 

Summer break is a great time for so many things! It’s fun in the beginning when it’s all 
new and depending on your situation, you don’t have to rush mornings, you don’t have 
to worry about homework or projects. It does tend to be a less stressful time for 
everyone, working parent or not. But it’s also a time that can start to drive everyone 
crazy after a while, kids doing too much screen time or bugging you because they’re 
“bored” Oh man, I hate that!  

In our family, my kids go to swim team practice in the morning and then go to camp 
right after for a lot of the summer. But I do love not having to squeeze in homework 
and plan school projects. I don’t have to worry about picking them up in the early 
afternoon. But if I want to, I can and go do something with them together or each 
separately. So it is a much lower stress time for me than the school year. 

I love summer because it is a great time to work on things that need attention but get 
lost in the shuffle and chaos of the school year. So I’m going to make this a two part 
episode. In this episode I’m going to discuss the ways to make the most of summer 
break in this regard, working on improving areas such as behaviors, getting organized, 
or just things we’ve been meaning to teach or work with our kids on. Next episode, 
we’ll cover more fun stuff, scheduling fun activities or outings and still giving kids time 
to have some downtime and to “be bored” and ways to handle that annoying saying! 

Summer is a great time to work on things like potty training, because toddlers can run 
around without underwear or just underwear and you don’t get concerned that they are 
too cold. 

Other things that may be of interest to work on are things like getting kids to listen the 
first time, reducing whining, a strategy for chores and/or allowance, respectful 



communication, smoother bedtimes. You name it, anything that’s been a struggle, you 
can choose it and focus on that. If there are many issues, choose one. 

What we are working on this summer is kids helping more around the house with family 
duties and kids cleaning up after themselves, to stop leaving stuff all over the place 
with the expectation that someone else will take care of it for them! It was very difficult 
to do during the school year with homework and after school activities (and recovering 
from my surgery didn’t help either!) It was enough to just get them to put their shoes 
away in their place and empty out their own backpacks. But now we’re working on 
getting them in the habit of picking up toys, socks, food wrappers, craft projects, forts, 
you name it.  

I’ll give some tips for each of these areas for anyone struggling so that you can have a 
way to start working on whatever you want to focus on. 

Potty training, the first, biggest and most important tip for potty training is to make 
sure the child is ready. If he or she is not, it will not go well at all and everyone will get 
frustrated. How do you know if your child is ready? 

There are pre-readiness and true readiness signs for potty training. With pre-readiness 
signs, there are lots of things you can do to help your child understand the process and 
be prepared for potty training when he or she shows all the true readiness signs. I don’t 
have time to go into all of that, so if you are curious about that, you can see the Potty 
Training class on the website at YourVillageOnline.com. Here are the true readiness 
signs that your child is ready to start potty training: 
Your child should be at least 2 years or older, for some it’s 3 and even 4. Don’t worry 
about your child’s age or if he or she is the last in his peer group. It’s OK and your child 
will get there. Look for the rest of these signs to know that it’s time to really start the 
official potty training process. 
Obviously, Potty talk is a good sign, “I pooped!” or even better, “I need to pee!” It’s 
means he or she is in getting in good tune with his or her body around the elimination 
processes. 
Also, some kids will do imaginative play about the Potty, like having their stuffed 
animals or dolls go or playing house and pretending to use the potty. 
Once your child can dress and undress self – this means sweatpants, or elastic waist 
shorts or pants, not that your child needs to be able to unbutton and/or zip. 
Your child can follow 3-4 step directions 
He or she is staying dry for 2-3 hrs at a time. This means he or she is building bladder 
control, a very important physical development necessary for successful potty training 
Your child has an awareness and understanding of how others use the potty 
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Your child is more independent in play (can entertain self for 15-20 minutes) 
Your child has shifted away from an excitement about mobility. Let it die down before 
trying to start potty training. If they are still so excited to be able to walk and run, it’ll 
be exasperating to get him or her to stop and come sit on the potty, or to slow down 
enough to even notice they have to go at all. 
Also, it’s important that not only is your child exhibiting a lot of these readiness signs 
but also that he is showing none of the NOT ready signs! The Not Ready signs are: 
Hiding to poop – this means he is physically ready but not emotionally ready. If you see 
this, encourage your child to hide in the bathroom. But do not push. “You don’t have 
to sit on the potty but the bathroom is the place to go for pooping so we’re ready to 
clean you up afterwards.” 
the other not ready sign is, your child will sit on the potty and then take two steps and 
pee or poop on the floor. This means the child is nervous and muscles are tight. As 
soon as child is up, child relaxes and is able to release the pee or poop. So give it time. 
Maybe try in another month or 2. I had this exact experience with our youngest son. He 
would sit on the potty but many times peed within 5 minutes of getting off the potty. I 
tried for 3 days jus to see if he would get the hang of it. That was in April (several years 
ago). 2 months later, in June I tried again. That time, literally from the moment I put 
him in underwear, he never had an accident and this was 3 years ago now. He just 
needed those couple of extra months to mature and be fully ready. So you can see how 
timing is everything. How if I had kept trying and pushing earlier that we both would 
have been frustrated and the process would have been awful and probably would have 
prolonged his potty training because he would dread it.  
The last, not ready sign is your child is still in the opposition stage . If your child is 
saying no all day long, or the complete opposite of everything you say, You say up and 
he’s says down, let your child get through this phase before potty training.You will need 
more cooperation to start the potty training process. 
If you want to learn more on pre-readiness and getting your child prepped during that 
or the actual potty training process, see the potty training class on the website under 
the Development and Health tab, at YourVillageOnline.com. 

Here’s another big one a lot of families struggle with and that is organization in the 
form of things like schedules, morning and/or bedtime routines and setting up and 
getting compliance with expectations. So, since this is something we are working on 
this summer, I’ll use us as an example. First let me also share that the reason that this is 
our priority this summer is that while the investment in the process is more time 
consuming, once established, having more expectations that our kids then rise to 
occasion and meet, will make the household run smoother and take some pressure and 
time from us as parents. So we have a place for shoes. It’s in the laundry room. 
Everyone has their own basket. It’s right where they come in from the garage. Do they 
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put them there? Heck no! I find them under the kitchen table, on the playroom floor, in 
bedrooms, out by the trampoline. You name it. I know I’ve shared that they are all in 
really good habits of taking their backpacks and emptying them every day. So now it’s 
time to add shoes to that list, that they come in and take off their shoes first thing 
before going and emptying their backpacks. So here’s what I’m going to do. I’m going 
to create a chart that has these 4 tasks on it. Bring backpack in from car. Empty lunch 
box. Bring in water bottle (1/2 the time they fall out in the car and we are searching for 
them the next morning, which adds chaos and stress to the morning routine if we can’t 
find one or we’re trying to find a clean one with a matching lid!) Shoes in your shoe 
basket. We will check them together at first and it will serve as a visual reminder. They 
can check off (or you could use stickers) these 4 tasks every day right after they 
complete them. Shoes would be checked just prior to bedtime. But here’s the thing, if 
you’ve listened to some of the other podcasts where I’ve discussed the dangers of 
rewards, this is not a reward system. It is simply a visual reminder. When they see the 
chart up on the fridge when they walk in, it will remind them. As they get into this habit 
of doing and checking, it will create a routine for them. Once they get really good, I 
can take off some of the reminders and add others. So since they are pretty good 
about backpacks already, that will come down quickly (also because they can’t very well 
empty their lunch boxes if they didn’t bring the backpack in anyway!) Then we will add 
putting dirty clothes in the hamper or putting books back on the shelf. Once school 
stats we’ll add things like put library book in backpack and put homework in backpack 
for the night’s before those are due. This will save us some hassle during mornings as 
well as allow us to turn these responsibilities over to our kids, where they belong! 

The other area we are concentrating on, which is still in the same arena of having our 
kids take more responsibility is having them do more tasks around the house. So when 
it comes to all this type of stuff, you can start by asking yourself, what can my kids do 
for themselves that they aren’t already? Whether it’s just picking up after themselves, or 
if they are a little older - making their own breakfast or lunch, or doing their own 
laundry. Where can they pitch in, in age appropriate ways to lighten the load? We have 
also started working with them to do a better job of picking up after themselves in 
general. The rule is this, the formal living room is not to have toys or crafts, or whatever 
left in it. The play room, fine! It’s a playroom after all! I can handle a couple of days of 
messy. But if I find anything in the living room after they leave for camp, it goes up for 
the week and they get it back on Sunday. Whenever I see that they’ve left something 
out or forgotten to throw something away, I call them back immediately. Yes, it would 
be easier in the moment to throw away the wrapper off the kitchen table or pick the toy 
up off the floor and put it away. But in the long run, it’s harder and creates more work. 
So calling them back sets an expectation. I expect them to clean up after themselves 
and if they don’t, they have to stop what they are doing and come do it. So they learn, 



it’s easier to just do it the first time. After enough times of that, they get pretty good (of 
course they forget occasionally) at cleaning up whatever it is before moving on to 
something else. 

OK. Our last area we are working on this summer, which I wanted to do for ages, but it 
was just too hard during the school year, is jobs. Our oldest had jobs as part of the 
family but the younger two didn’t. They also all need jobs for allowance so they can 
earn some money and learn money management, like saving up for something they 
want and also putting money away in their account. In addition to just cleaning their 
rooms and be expected to clean up after themselves, our oldest has been unloading 
the dishwasher a couple times a week. Now he still does that, but the younger ones 
need to do it once a week. The older one also matches the socks from the clean 
laundry. Now I’ve made a list of jobs that we could use some help with that they can do 
to earn money. They can choose which jobs they want to do. The nice thing is, that 
there is an incentive to get things done early in the week because once that job is 
done, for the most part, no one else can do it. I put things like cleaning light switches, 
doorjambs and doorknobs and doors by the doorknob. those these get so grody! 
Taking out the recycling, picking up dog poop, cleaning up the yard (socks, toys, shoes) 
you name it! With a trampoline and a pool, we end up with a lot of strange things 
dropped around the yard! 

What kinds of things do you think your family will work on improving this summer? If 
you have any questions about how to go about those, please send them or any other 
parenting question you’d like answered, to Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next time!
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